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Abstract

Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions (FTJ) are intriguing electron devices which can

be operated as memristors and artificial synapses for hardware neural networks.

In this work, two virtual–grounded amplifiers have been designed to charac-

terize the hysteretic I–V and Q–V characteristics directly, and good agreement

between repeated measurements on both circuits demonstrates the dependabil-

ity and flexibility of the two setups. Optimal measurement conditions have also

been assessed and, finally, wake–up, fatigue, and the preset–dependent early

breakdown have been studied.
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1. Introduction

Ferroelectric HfO2 offers a viable option for nonvolatile memory elements [1],

also raising great interest as artificial synapses for hybrid memristive–CMOS

circuits for spike–based neuromorphic computing [2, 3]. In this respect, Fer-

roelectric Tunnel Junctions (FTJs) in a Metal–Ferroelectric–Dielectric–Metal

structure (Fig. 1) are promising candidates as high impedance and low energy

synaptic devices with multiple level operation [4].
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FTJ optimization requires in–depth characterization, because of the delicate

interplay between polarization stability, charge trapping and the read current

[5, 6]. Hence, versatile measurement setups are needed to grasp the FTJ oper-

ation under different conditions. Here we propose an experimental setup able

to characterize the FTJs going from the quasi–static regime, namely large–

signals at low frequency, up to the small–signal analysis, typically performed at

medium/high frequency. Specific design choices allowed us to measure either

the current versus voltage (I–V) curves or directly the switching charge versus

voltage (Q–V) characteristics. After its validation, the setup has been used to

measure FTJs at different frequencies and cycling levels.

2. Device fabrication

FTJ devices were fabricated by depositing 10 nm Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 (HZO) and

2 nm Al2O3 via atomic layer deposition (ALD) on bottom W (30 nm)/TiN

(10 nm) electrodes. 10 nm TiN was deposited on top via reactive sputtering

under ultra–high vacuum, for crystallization of the HZO layer as well as to

form a top contact. The crystallization anneal was performed at 500 °C for 20 s.

Finally, capacitors were formed by depositing 10 nm Ti/25 nm Pt through a

shadow mask, used as a hardmask for SC–1 etching of the TiN layer.

3. Design of the experimental setup

To characterize the two–terminal FTJs, the simple, low–cost and versatile

experimental setup sketched in Fig. 1 has been designed. An arbitrary wave-

form generator (AG33250A) is connected to the MF metal electrode of the

FTJ under test, while the MD metal contact is instead connected to a virtual–

grounded amplifier consisting of an OPAMP (TL082CP) and a feedback R—C

pair (Fig. 1).

The current IFTJ flows through the OPAMP feedback loop resulting in an

output voltage Vout that is monitored through an oscilloscope (TDS520B). In

this respect, depending on the R–C design, a current–to–voltage I→V converter
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Figure 1: Experimental setup used to characterize the FTJs. The feedback amplifier can be

used either as an I→V converter (R=1.5 kΩ, C=470 pF) or as a Q→V integrator (R=4.7MΩ,

C=3.9 nF) to directly measure IFTJ or QFTJ respectively. Triangular pulses (VT ) are applied

and Vout is monitored in time through an oscilloscope. The insets show the bandwidth (BW)

of the circuits.
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or a charge–to–voltage Q→V integrator is realized. Both circuits share the

same electrical scheme; however, for a given frequency f of the input signal,

if f ≪ fp = (2πRC)−1, the device current IFTJ mainly flows on R, thus

inducing Vout ≃ R ·IFTJ and effectively leading to an I→V converter, where the

capacitor is simply used to attain an adequate stability margin for the feedback

circuit. If f ≫ fp, instead, IFTJ is integrated by the capacitor, thus resulting

in Vout ≃ QFTJ/C (Q→V integrator), where QFTJ is the charge involved in

the FTJ switching and hereafter interpreted as the FTJ total polarization P .

In the integrator setup, R is needed to avoid the OPAMP saturation.

The lumped elements have been designed to allow measurements in the

100Hz–10 kHz frequency range with both circuits. In this respect, the pole

frequency fp defines the circuits bandwidth (BW, inset of Fig. 1) and, as it can

be seen, the I→V converter inherently has a low-pass nature, while the Q→V

integrator has a high–pass behavior.

In this work, the waveform generator is used to apply a rectangular preset

pulse followed by triangular pulses of period T = f−1 (Fig. 2, top). Triangular

pulses are useful to separate the current peaks due to the ferroelectric switching

from the fairly constant current owing to the linear component of the HZO

dielectric response (Fig. 2, middle). However, the proposed setup allows the

application of any VT waveform and, for instance, it can be also used for small

signal analyses through sinusoidal waves.

4. Experimental results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the typical IFTJ(t) andQFTJ(t) waveforms measured through

the I→V converter (middle) or the Q→V integrator (bottom), respectively.

These data are then used to plot the I–V and Q–V curves of the FTJ.

4.1. Optimal measurement condition assessment

Figure 3a shows the I–V and Q–V characteristics recorded during the first

triangular pulse period, namely in the [0;T ] time interval (Fig. 2, A); the re-

sulting hysteresis loops are open, suggesting a non–optimal measurement. We
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Figure 2: Top: time evolution of the input voltage VT consisting of a rectangular preset pulse

followed by a triangular waveform; Middle: corresponding IFTJ vs. time curves measured

through the I→V converter. Flat regions correspond to the FTJ linear dielectric response,

while the peaks originate from the ferroelectric switching; Bottom: The Q→V integrator

directly measures the evolution during time of the switching charge QFTJ .

attribute this behavior to the high depolarization field in the HZO that may

cause its back–switching between the end of the preset pulse and the start of

the measurement phase [7]. Unfortunately, this time interval is required for the

configuration of the instruments and cannot be reduced to zero. Hence, two con-

secutive triangular pulses are applied to the FTJ and the I–V and Q–V curves

are instead extracted from data measured in the [T/2; 3T/2] interval (Fig. 2, B),

thus obtaining the closed characteristics of Fig. 3b. Therefore, in the following

all results correspond to measurements performed during interval B.

4.2. Equivalence and limitations of proposed circuits

To compare the proposed measuring schemes, the current IFTJ measured

through the I→V converter has been numerically integrated in post–processing,

thus obtaining the Q–V curve depicted in Fig. 3b(red squares), which is in

very good agreement with the one obtained from the direct QFTJ measurement

through the Q→V integrator (blue line). This verifies that the measurements

through the two circuits are dependable and equivalent.
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Figure 3: Q–V (blue) and I–V (red) curves measured with the setup: (a) curves from the [0;T ]

interval are open due to the back–switching taking place between the preset and the measure-

ment pulse; (b) curves extracted from the [T/2; 3T/2] interval are instead closed. Post–process

integration of IFTJ (red squares) is in good agreement with the direct measurement through

the Q→V integrator.
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Figure 4: (a) Q–V measured at different frequencies f . At low f , the FTJ static leakage

current gets integrated, thus producing a spurious contribution that distorts and opens up

the hysteresis loop. (b) I–V curves measured at different f . Since IFTJ is proportional to f ,

at low frequencies Vout may become comparable to the OPAMP output offset, rigidly shifting

the IFTJ characteristic. OPAMP offset compensation in post–processing may be possible in

this case.
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Figure 5: (a) Typical enlargement of the hysteresis loop due to the device wake–up, with 2Pr

increasing from the pristine state (magenta) to the woken–up state (cyan); (b) QFTJ time

evolution in a pristine FTJ.

However, its worth noting that the two amplifiers vastly differ in their BWs

(inset of Fig. 1), with the Q→V integrator being more suited for high–frequency

measurements. Indeed, the integrator has a lower–limited BW and, furthermore,

at low frequencies the integration of undesired current contributions, like the

leakage current through the stack, can largely distort the hysteresis loop as

shown in Fig. 4a.

On the other hand, the I→V converter can operate down to low frequencies,

with the only limitation being the Vout amplitude proportional to IFTJ which

reduces linearly with a decreasing frequency. So, at very low f the OPAMP

output offset may be no longer negligible, thus rigidly shifting the IFTJ char-

acteristic as depicted in Fig. 4b. However, this spurious contribution can be

compensated for, hence recovering the correct current characteristics.

4.3. Effects of wake–up and fatigue on FTJ performance

In ferroelectric-based devices, the effects of wake–up and fatigue are widely

studied [8]. The FTJ wake–up originates from the redistribution of defects in the

ferroelectric layer thanks to the bipolar cycling and it is beneficial for the FTJ

performance. In fact, Fig. 5a shows that a not–yet–cycled FTJ (pristine, ma-

genta) has a smaller hysteresis and a lower remnant polarization Pr compared to
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Figure 6: (a) 2Pr evolution with cycling (1 cycle = 1 T ) for different preset pulses applied

before each 2Pr measurement. After the initial wake–up, HZO fatigue degrades the device

performance. A preset pulse before the measurement is used to improve 2Pr, but long positive

pulses may lead to early breakdown. (b) I–V curve measured applying voltages up to +5V and

down to −5V. Early breakdown is attributed to the FTJ leakage current, clearly appearing

at +5V due to the conduction band profile depicted in the inset.

a woken–up device (cyan). In the latter case, the Q–V exhibits steeper switch-

ing branches and increased 2Pr window. This effect is also evident in Fig. 5b

which reports the time evolution of QFTJ in a pristine FTJ: the QFTJ peaks

largely increase between the first and second period of the triangular waveform.

This clearly confirms that the wake–up sequence is crucial to maximize the FTJ

performance and to avoid measurement–to–measurement deviations of the HZO

parameters.

However, further cycling has a detrimental effect on the FTJ performance

due to the fatigue of the HZO layer. This degradation is clearly visible in Fig. 6a,

where different FTJs have been cycled with continuous triangular pulses (5V

amplitude, f =100 kHz). As it can be seen, 2Pr initially increases thanks to the

wake–up and then, at approximately 103 cycles, it starts to decrease due to the

ferroelectric fatigue.
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Figure 7: Positive (V +
c ) and negative (V −

c ) coercive voltage distributions of a set of FTJs

as a function of the measuring frequency. The magnitude of both slightly increases with f ,

resulting in an enlarged 2Vc window.

4.4. Preset pulse impact on endurance

The 2Pr value has also been monitored after applying different preset pulses

before each measurement, observing that the preset tends to induce a higher

2Pr with respect to the no–preset case, as summarized in Fig. 6a.

However, Fig. 6a also shows that positive, long presets may induce an early

irreversible breakdown of the devices. This has been attributed to the static

leakage through the FTJ stack that arises at large positive VT values [9]. This

is evident in the I–V curve in Fig. 6b, which shows a current rise at VT=+5V

after the switching current peak. Conversely, the leakage is not visible for

VT < 0, hence negative presets may better preserve the FTJ lifespan, as it

is also confirmed by Fig. 6a. This asymmetry in the voltage polarities is due to

the conduction band profile along the device stack, that favors electron injection

when VT is positive (inset of Fig. 6b).

4.5. Frequency–dependent characterization

A large set of FTJs has been characterized for different pulse frequencies

and Fig. 7 summarizes the obtained distributions of positive (V +
c , red) and
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negative (V −
c , blue) coercive voltages. V +

c and V −
c have been extracted from

the peaks position in the I–V curves. Figure 7 shows that the magnitude of

both coercive voltages (especially V −
c ) slightly increases with the measurement

frequency, therefore also resulting in an increase of 2Vc = (V +
c − V −

c ). This is

presumably due to the interplay between the ferroelectric switching dynamics

described by the Merz’s law [10] and the frequency response of the traps at the

ferroelectric–dielectric interface [11].

5. Conclusions

A low–cost experimental setup was designed to characterize FTJs, allowing

the direct measurement of the I–V and Q–V curves through a virtual–grounded

I→V converter and Q→V integrator, respectively. The measurement procedure

was validated in several respects, thus demonstrating the dependability and

versatility of the proposed setup, which can be exploited for a large variety of

experiments.

FTJs were investigated as a function of pulse frequency, preset conditions

and cycling levels. The applied preset pulses and the HZO wake—up were found

to be beneficial for maximizing the 2Pr window, and it may also help to reduce

measurement–to–measurement and device–to–device variability.

However, it has also been shown that a high number of cycles lead to HZO

fatigue and degradation of the FTJ performance. Furthermore, large–positive

and long preset pulses may also degrade the ferroelectric material, eventually

leading to early breakdown of the devices. This analysis pointed out that, for

the FTJs in this work, negative preset pulses are preferable to positive ones in

order to enlarge the measured 2Pr and still preserve a good FTJ lifespan.

Finally, the measurement frequency slightly influences the extracted coercive

voltages that increase with frequency, possibly because of a complex interplay

between the HZO dynamics and the interface traps response.
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